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• Main topics of this Workshop  

 

- Keshe talks about the use of distilled water. 

- The importance to NOT touch or taste Gans and Nano Materials.  

- Copying the work of the Stars and all the production of the material 

things in the Universe with the reactors. 

- Interaction with other beings in Space and different forms of life. 

- Rules of engagement in the space. 

- Burning Gans / Cremation process 

- Keshe explains a method to lose weight 

 

 

(:01) Keshe comes in. We try to see what are the questions first. Rick asks about using 

brass materials for the reactor. Keshe: The only place we are using brass is in the center 

pin in one of the reactors. We have seen that the core is totally still. Keshe talks about the 

observations on the reactors. We are trying to understand the shape of the Plasma in this 

core. (:07) Marko assume and try to explain about the use of brass in his reactor. (:31) 

They were discussing about the capture of Gans and about what kind of Gans they were 

capturing. Keshe comes in. The CO3 comes from the absorption of CO2 in conjunction 

with the water and releases some H and O. We can explain this in a test that we made. 

Mr. Keshe always use distilled water, because the other types of water have different 

materials that influence the process. If you want to have a homogeneous type of coating 

try to use distilled water, even the mineral water that you buy is not advisable to use. The 

best way to do is with the distilled water. Keshe goes on explaining about production of 

Gans and how he took years to make the discoveries that he did. (:39) DO NOT taste or 

touch Gans and Nano materials. This world of science have just opened their eyes and are 

just starting doing tests on these materials. We know for fact, if you digest or taste the fat 

on the top still carry folating lets say CuO2, when you taste this CuO2 will stay btw your 

gum and your cheek, the MaGrav field is Plasmatic, the interaction in the front of your 

jaw is in direct interaction with your Parathyroid Glands. CuO2 shows in test that can in 

conjunction with enzymes leads to depletion of Phosphorus. When this information is 

edited and put in your DNA trough your Parathyroid Glands means the body will depletes 

and eject a lot of Ph. This can leads to the Parathyroid Glands look in the body to replace 

the Ph, and we know form medical science that the only conversion to Ph as the body 

changes Ph to Ca will take Ca to convert to Ph, and this can lead to bone weakness. This 

is just one example. The other thing is that these Gans still have some caustic so you can 

not taste this. (:44) The water comes from your Lungs and the interaction with the air you 

breathe in, so if you inhale or touch these CuO2, or any other chemical, you change the 

balance of the Lung process, this can lead to creation of Lung infection. (:46) We have 

manage to hold on the Plasma in the center of the core. (:48) In the process of creating 

fusion, Plasma we have manage to achieve cold fusion Plasma. What we have created in 

having a center core reactor hanging and placing six cores around it creating Plasma, we 

have created what is know as cold fusion Plasma state. Where this Plasma was held is in 

the inner core of the system. Keshe goes on explaining how the Plasma work and its 



interaction btw the reactors trough the Plasma. (:52) The starts don’t just produce matter 

they create a Plasma of the matter, lets say N, or He, as this package move in the Galaxy 

when it comes in the right condition to convert it becomes the matter, this is how the 

fusion is done. In scale measure, let’s say that if you have 1 liter of Plasma you have H, if 

you have 2 liters of Plasma you have He (So, they are trying to copy in the reactors what 

the starts do). What we are doing with the reactors is a fusion Plasma, what is happening 

the center core has become the reserve tank and the fields of the other six have 

concentrated its fields in the center. (:55) From Where the N comes? The MaGrav fields 

of the packages that are released from the Sun at a given position on the upper 

atmosphere become equal to N, that is why we see N in the upper level of this Planet. 

That N and the process which ionize the He or other matter leads for N to be a continuous 

supply for the environment of this Solar System. When Erath moves nearer to Su the 

MaGrav of this planet can not support production of N so life in this planet will be 

finished. What we are creating in these reactors is how life and materials are created is 

this Universe. (:57) If you change the N levels you have problems in the Lung, is the 

same if you change the N levels in the atmosphere by moving the Earth, you have the 

same problem. (:58) You have to understand how Gans and Nano materials work, on the 

upper layer the Gans state is not in an atomic state, this is another condition in the 

position. The materials in all the Universe happens in Plasma condition very much in the 

way you do your Nano Materials. The planet is solid and because of the condition Gans 

layers are developed, and the lighter Gans, which are like Gases, are structured in the 

outer layer due to the vacuum condition of the Plasma of the Solar System and due to the 

rotation of the center fusion of the condition of the Planet itself. (1:01) John assume. John 

makes a brief comparison btw Ormus and Gans. (1:19) Keshe comes in to talk about the 

ceramic reactor. (1:26) The moment you touch the core even Physically, because your 

body is made of the same Plasma condition you change the Plasma in your core. When 

you are running your reactors don’t touch it. (1:27) The MaGrav fields of this planet 

create the conditions of life, you change MaGrav fields in your reactors you change the 

conditions. There is no difference btw the Plasma in your reactors, the Gans and your 

body. (1:31) You never allow other beings with different MaGrav fields enter your craft, 

the fields they carry is different then the fields in the environment that your craft is built 

for. You can do 2 things, your system can absorb the energy if has a higher order 

operation or you can cause their death, or give to them diseases. This is one of the first 

rules in the Space colonization and interaction. If you meet in an environment outside 

your craft that is good for you and goof for them, then it is. At the same way do not get 

into the craft of other beings or accept food that you need to digest, unless you know if 

the MaGrav fields match. (1:35) Rules of engagement in the Space: the energy which are 

given or the pack you are given is given with good will. It’s you who have to decide if it 

is matching with my condition or not. We learn this here giving lectures, people use to 

give us gifts (chocolate., etc), our security told us you can not touch anything given to 

you, do not accept, let security handle it, because they carry germs and your are not use to 

their germs, and so is the same. Gift is given with the pleasure of life, but we are not 

ready, this is how now we see these diseases going on that we did not saw before. Gifts, 

and given pleasure and given freely is the nature of the Space, is us as human to 

understand what suits us without damaging us. I think that the conduct in Space is not far 

from humanity, but understand the process. Interaction is love and caring, but sometime 



that that you receive as a gift is not good for you. (1:37) There is a limit we can accept. 

The same way that we can not fully receive the MaGrav field form higher orders which is 

above our systems, there are sub-matter fields which are dangerous for us too. There are 

much more life in the sub-matter place compared to human race then there is above. We 

are in the middle of the MaGrav field strength, the middle of the scale. Life exists below 

the matter field of human race too. The questioner says that he agree with what Mr. 

Keshe said, Mr. Keshe that he is just stating a fact, it’s not about agreeing or not. (1:39) 

You can not direct anger towards someone in the Space because the only thing you are 

going to receive back is your own anger, is like you slap yourself in the face. Because the 

package of energy that you release is above what you can do, and they understand it is 

not accepted, then comes back to you. Man will learn to lose a lot of his animosity by 

going to Space. The whole process is very simple, the process is to be, to understand that 

the process of your life, your system and the Universe must be in balance, tranquil 

condition. (1:46) Keshe advises about be aware about the environment you are creating 

your Gans, what components the Caustic that you use have, the water you use and so on. 

(2:10) One golden rule is: there is no free energy, is coming from some source, 

understand the source and understand the process, then you can that energy the way you 

like. (2:14) Question about water in the Lung. Keshe: You have to understand the 

operation of the Lung. (2:17) The water in the lungs come from the air that you breathe. 

People should not die of pneumonia or water in the Lungs, you can create the conditions 

if you understand the process. (2:20) Armen assume and talk about his reactor. (2:43) 

Marek talks about the test with Gans in the garden of the lab with the plants, he shows 

some pictures. (2:58) Keshe comes in to answer a question about how to destroy the 

Gans. The word destruction is the wrong way, the easiest way you can understand the 

reverse of a Gans, what happen to it, look what happen to your body when is cremated, is 

exactly the same process, what is left is only the bones. By burning them you put this 

energy back, come back to the Gas state, if you create the right environment and 

condition in the crematory you can bring back the Gas to matter state, this is another part 

of the life process, where does all the mass goes? By burning you put a MaGrav field 

from the matter which is burnt into the Plasma, that Plasma can come back to matter. By 

burning you don’t change the matter, by burning you release MaGrav Plasma of an atom 

which is the structure of a wood or a gas. So when you burn is a matter condition, but 

what you do when you burn you do exactly what you do when you create your Nano 

Materials. In burning you release the structures, part of the MaGrav fields which when it 

touches the fields of the AA because is of the same structure it opens it up and the 

structure goes back to. The burn is a way to transfer the MaGrav fieds from the wood in 

the Plasmatic form which diluted allows the separation of the Gans of the AA, and that is 

why you don’t find any left over. (3:04) Keshe explains why people are getting fatter 

around the world. He gave that explanation in the last workshop. (3:10) Keshe talk about 

a method to lose weight. You fool the body into a trap that there is a lot of salt coming, so 

the body has a habit when receives a lot of something it empties its tanks for fresh 

materials, so you can dictate the process. Wash your mouth with salt. You don’t need to 

wash your mouth, but to give the sensation of getting the salt, felt in your tongue. If you 

rub a salt in your tongue the taste of salt is monitored, the brain receives the information 

that there is a large amount of salt entering the body, but what you do, you wash your 

mouth fully a few times that you don’t absorb any of this salt, so in that instruction the 



body empty the salt content in the tanks to get the fresh materials, but in fact because it 

doesn’t received, because you washed everything out the salt go diect to your blood or 

your urine to be ejected, or sometimes deposited in your liver if it is needed in the future. 

This has to be done by Physicians not ordinary people! Because remembers that all your 

muscles requires certain amounts of fat, even your Heart and your Brain. This process 

usually takes months. 

 


